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The Irish public recently voted in a referendum to allow for same-sex marriage. The
progressive granting of rights to the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
community,1 means that the LGBT population should increase in size as it becomes more
acceptable to be openly LGBT. Importantly, the proportion of prisoners who identify as
LGBT will correspondingly increase. This paper will examine, from a socio-legal
perspective, the challenges that lie ahead for the ill fitted Irish prison system, and propose
practical solutions. While LGBT prisoners have been largely ignored in Irish and English
academia,2 US literature confirms LGBT prisoners have unique experiences in prison.3
Incidence
Very few Irish prisoners are openly LGBT,4 although their presence has been officially
recognised since 2002.5 There is no reason to suggest that the Irish figures are radically
different from UK figures and the working assumption is that between 2% (given that 2.7%
of the general Irish population identifying as homosexual or bisexual6) and 5% of Irish
prisoners are LGBT.7
Internationally, LGBT people are disproportionately incarcerated,8 but why might this be
the case in Ireland? The relatively recent criminalization of homosexuality9 is indicative of
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the traditional attitudes of Irish society to LGBT citizens. The targeting of the LGBT
community by the police has been found in other jurisdictions as a major reason for the
increased penalization of LGBT individuals.10 Certain negative socio-economic trends,
such as social isolation,11 mental health,12 substance abuse,13 discrimination,14 and
poverty15 are associated with both the LGBT community but also criminality,16 and
contribute to the likely disproportionate representation of LGBT individuals in prison.
Unique issues
Homophobia
Homophobia tends to be exacerbated in an incarceral setting, particularly in the hypermasculine culture of male prisons,17 and is evident in Connolly v Governor of Wheatfield
Prison.18 Connolly was threatened and raped by a fellow prisoner.19 McClenaghan
describes Irish prison as ‘hostile and homophobic’.20 In the UK, physical homophobic
abuse has reached an ‘endemic’ level.21 The roots of this homophobia lie in an uninformed
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view of other prisoners on what homosexuality is22 but also stems from outside prison
walls.23
Health
HIV/AIDS and other STDs are prevalent amongst LGBT prisoners24 given the opportunity
to have sex. Similarly, while prisoners25 and LGBT people26 separately experience
disproportionate mental health issues, LGBT prisoners are acutely at risk through the
merging of two vulnerable statuses into one identity.27 Transgender prisoners also have
specialized health and other needs. In terms of the provision of hormonal treatment and sex
reassignment Australia represents international best practice and persists with hormone
treatment that has been started before entering prison but refrains from allowing
transgender prisoners to start new treatment while in prison. 28 Australia progressively
allow prisoners to undergo such medical surgery at the expense of the prison. Canada has a
similar policy following a Canadian Human Rights Tribunal decision. Kavanagh v. Canada
(Attorney General),29 whereas the US prohibits such surgery.30Internationally, housing
decisions are strongly determined by the genital status of the prisoner at the time of
committal.31 More appropriately, the UK and Australia locate prisoners according to their
gender under the law.32 The greatest challenge is where the prisoner is at a transitionary
stage between the two gender extremes.
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Sex
While sex is not explicitly banned under Irish prison rules, it is possible that the prohibition
on ‘indecent gestures’ may be construed33 as covering consenting sexual activity.34
Anecdotally in Ireland, prisoners are often separated if sexual contact occurs.35
Consequently, prisoners are likely to keep sexual relationships secret from prison
authorities36 with risks of unsafe sexual practices.37
In the U,S prison rape has been described as a problem of ‘near universality’ 38 and an
‘inevitable secondary effect of incarceration’39 Non-consensual sex can often be more
motivated by dominance than sexuality.40 LGBT prisoners as a vulnerable group41 become
objects of power. In the US, rape of homosexual prisoners has been (paradoxically) used by
male prisoners, who identify as heterosexual,42 to reinforce heterosexual norms.43 Prison
rape and sexual abuse are probably not as engrained in Ireland compared to US but is
increasingly problematic, yet underreported. The Connolly case provides evidence of a
‘violent rape by a cellmate’.44 A number of recent Irish media reports have described sexual
assaults on Irish prisoners by other prisoners45 and by prison staff.46 On a separate point,
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Lonergan believes the culture of sexual abuse is of particular concern in the women's
prison,47 which does not follow the international trend that would suggest male prisons are
more notorious for rapes and sexual abuse.48

Future policy recommendations
The Irish Prison Service should develop a comprehensive LGBT policy (including
gathering data) to deal with present and future LGBT prisoners. This should cover the
promotion of safe sex and drug use. 49 In terms of a LGBT friendly culture, an LGBT
liaison officer could work with an LGBT elected prisoner representative.50 Prison officers
also need to be made aware that they may have a greater duty to protect LGBT prisoners as
vulnerable prisoners under the European Convention of Human Rights jurisprudence
following Rodic v Bosnia.51 While an obvious effective prohibition of homophobia needs to
be ensured on the part of prison officers,52 if staff overlook homophobia from other
prisoners53 the staff may be complicit in such victimization.54 To discourage homophobia
generally,55 all prisoners should be educated and LGBT prisoners protected.56 The LGBT
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policy should also deal with promoting LGBT culture. 57Furthermore, training of staff on
LGBT issues should commence as a priority.58
In terms of monitoring, currently the IPS are engaged in a cyclical process whereby the
extent LGBT prisoners remain hidden. Their unknown presence then acts as a justification
for the failure to develop the policies. Dunn describes this as the cycle of invisibility59, and
it is represented graphically in Figure 1.

To conclude, the recommendations outlined above need to be considered and debated as a
matter of priority. As Irish society becomes more liberal and tolerant; so too must our
prison system. LGBT prisoners should not experience harsher prison conditions by virtue
of their sexual orientation. Furthermore, do the issues raised (disproportionate numbers of
LGBT prisoners, homophobia, isolation, health problems and rape) mean that LGBT
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prisoners experience harsher punishment?60 This paper as such poses deeper fundamental
questions ripe for further research in terms of fairness and proportionality of punishment.
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